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WORKSHEET NO.-1

CHAPTER- 1 and 2 (Old NCERT Book)

General Instructions- Read the questions and do as directed-

1. Do as directed-

A. Write in words- (2)

23- ___________________ 15- _______________

46- ___________________ 68- ________________

B.Tick the objects that will roll- (2)
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C. Tick the things that are in groups (2)

D. Tick the object that has straight edge- (2)

E.Tick the objects that can slide (2)
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2. Match the following (3)

3. Fill in the blanks- (5)

a) Long objects with straight edges can __________. ( roll , slide )

b) Round objects have no __________. ( corners , edges )

c) A _________ is long and has round edge. ( chalk , biscuit )

d) We can make a tower with ______________. ( straw , match box )

e) A book will _________ in a slope. ( roll , slide )
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4.Sort out and tick the things that are long. (3)

5. Do as directed-

A. Write the correct numeral- (2)

i) twenty-nine- ________________ iii) fifty- five- _______________

ii) eighteen - ________________ iv) seventy- two ______________
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B. Fill in the blanks- (3)

There are _________ groups of flowers .

There are ________ flowers in each group.

There are ________ flowers in all.

C. Make groups of 2 scissors (3)

There are _______ groups of scissors.

There are ________ scissors in each group

There are _______ scissors in all.
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D.Tick the objects that can be piled one over the other. (2)

E. Tick the things that are more than 10 (4)

6. Fill in the blanks with the correct numbers- (5)

35 36 ___ 38 39 ___

64 ___ 68 ___ 70 ___

19 21 ___ ___ 27 __

45 ___ 55 60 ___ 70
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